A NEW GENERATION

Caring design solutions

Care and nursing
environments of the future
A great responsibility rests on our shoulders. With our ambition to manage the
strongest concept for care and nursing environments of the Nordic region, we need to
know everything about developing comfortable, functional, durable and timeless furniture.
The catalogue you are looking through shows what the modern expression ‘healing designs’
means to us. As you will see, the furniture range of the future is something completely new.
Our furniture is developed for the present and future and holds a bulit-in flexibility which
can be adapted to any time and business specialisation.
We focus on everything from ergonomics to cleaning and washing as we strive to adapt the
function of furniture to the user’s well-being. Our hope and ambition is that our design and
furniture should serve as innovative solutions for both users and personnel. And by letting
our trend-setting designers work closely with both the research sphere and user segment,
we are confident that we are working in the correct way.
For us design is neither only about function. For example, when it is not possible to decorate
with soft and colourful carpets, it is even more important that furniture and other furnishings
are beautiful and create a comfortable feel.
The majority of images in the catalogue are from the elderly home Myntan in Nyköping,
where our furniture creates comfortable and functional spaces, ranging from entrance
environments through waiting rooms, studios, dining halls, cafés, corridors, staff areas,
meeting rooms, lecture rooms to nursing wards.
Allow yourself to be inspired by how we take responsibility for a larger entirety and deliver
more than just furniture.
Welcome to the care and nursing environments of the future.
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“A range guaranteed for the future
means that it is designed carefully
and delivers more than just furniture”

OUR VISION

A range guaranteed
for the future
It is natural for us that our furnishings is adapted and developed based on the daily
needs of business. But creating furniture for modern care environments also requires
care and knowledge of human beings. You need to understand how the difference of a
few centimetres to the height of a chair’s seat, choice of material or contrasting colours
can be decisive for the function and use of a piece of furniture.
Smart design saves time
Smartly designed furnishings facilitate everything. They generate savings in terms of
work, resources and time. Our furniture should be easy to move, for example, during
cleaning. It is also cost effective, ergonomic, safe and saves space.
Timeless and flexible
With what we refer to as ’a range guaranteed for the future’, we make sure that
our furniture is prepared other areas of use in the future. Therefore, for example,
the covers of our chairs, easy chairs and sofas are removable and washable, and
many tables have height-adjustable table tops. For us this comprises sustainability
and makes a design solution by NC a good long-term investment.
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A new concept has been launched in the market with John, our functional easy chair.

JOHN

The essential
functional easy chair

Dignity, respect and comfort. You will gladly spend many hours in John, our functional easy chair.

CHARACTERISTICS/FUNCTIONS
John was developed with the ambition of offering a furniture
concept which creates accessibility, but without foregoing
aesthetics. The design resulted in a completely new concept:
An easy chair on castors!
The pressure relief cushions and seating position can be
adjusted of the seating position allow you to sit comfortably for
a long time in John, our functional easy chair. As the model’s
design is more of a comfortable easy chair than wheelchair,
John is an innovation and something we envisage can set a
new standard at nursing wards.

The back, armrests and seat can be inclined and lowered for
ideal comfort and consequently John is easy for you to sit in
and get up from, even from a wheelchair. Lumbar support
together with a concave back ensure a comfortable and safe
easy chair and a shaped seat serves as good pressure relief.
The adjustable seating depth provides a good seating position
and enables personal settings. The design of the easy chair also
makes it simple for you to assist someone who will sit in or get
up from the easy chair.
Design: Peter Andersson

Can also be covered in plastic-coated
fabric/artificial leather.

•

Care furniture of the future – one of its kind
in the market.

•

•

Variable folding back with weight-adjusted
resistance for customisation.

Pocket for magazines, reader, remote control
or similar.

•

Easily accessible controls.

•

Adjustable seating depth and adjustable neck
cushion for ideal comfort and ergonomics.

•

Can easily be changed to “an easy chair on castors ”
through placement of the accessory trolley.

•

Customisation provides a very high level of seating
comfort and optimised pressure relief.

•

Foldable armrest/sides simplify transfer between
easy chair and, for example, wheelchair.

•

Transport trolley with lockable wheels
and foot plate.

•

Built-in handles simplify transfer and
folding of back.

•

Adjustable body support for customised safety
and comfort.

•

All covers are removable and washable – costeffective, hygienic and environmentally friendly.

•

Footstool with seating surface.

•

Blocks for increased height (5cm) for easy
chair and footstool.

•

Serving trolley with lockable wheels as add-on.

•

Option of stain for customised colour.

•
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•

Distance between back and seat to avoid
dirt and hygiene traps.

Smart pocket in the
armrest provides storage
for magazines, readers
or similar.

ACCESSORIES/ADD-ONS
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A new generation of wheels.

Suspendable, a new standard.

JACKIE

Armchair of
the future
The versatility of Jackie’s design, the chair is available in different
sizes, widths and heights, has set a new standard for dining halls
and is also the backbone of our range guaranteed for the future.
The Jackie dining chair is easy to move around thanks to its design
and light weight. For example, the armchair can be stacked
without any problems which allows beautiful, comfortable and
flexible furnishings.
The armrest is high enough to allow you to rest, and makes
the chair practically suspendable at the same time. The ergonomic
armrest height means the chair can be hung on the table for
easier cleaning.
Design: Peter Andersson

Jackie armchair is available in different sizes, widths and heights.
Shown here in the wider model for a comfortable dining seat.

Stackable for flexibility.

CHARACTERISTICS/FUNCTIONS
•

Care furniture of the future – one of its kind in the market.

•

Very high seating comfort.

•

Available in two heights and two widths for customisation.

•

Suspendable for more efficient cleaning.

•

Smooth and easy to grip/handle.

•

Secure armrests for safety and grip for sitting
down and getting up.

•

Stackable for flexible design solutions.

•

Rubber webbing liner on the seat for a high level of hygiene.

•

Alternatively with covered seat/wooden seat and covered
or uncovered back.

•

Easy to remove covered seat and back with removable,
washable upholstery.

•

Can also be covered in plastic-coated fabric/artificial leather.

•

Forms a furniture family with the seating furniture
range Jackie (easy chairs and sofas).

•

The various functions and high level of seating comfort make
this furniture universal.

ACCESSORIES/ADD-ONS
•

Light wheels.

•

Sound-absorbent and felt pads to keep noise levels low.

•

Linking device.

•

Option of stain for customise colour.
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Movable armrest between seats provides
greater seating comfort and makes it
easy for you to get up.

JACKIE

The new generation
of seating
Our Jackie range of seating is a welcome addition to our range guaranteed
for the future. With its functional, supportive and welcoming shape it ensures a
comfortable place to rest. The seating furniture Jackie is adapted to everything
from entrance environments, staff rooms, break rooms and waiting rooms.
Regardless of design, one, two or three seats, Jackie is very comfortable as seating
furniture and the optional armrest between seats makes it easy to get up again
from the Jackie.

CHARACTERISTICS/FUNCTIONS
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•

All covers are easily removable and washable –
cost-effective, hygienic and environmentally friendly.

•

Care furniture of the future – one of its kind on
the market.

•

•

Very high seating comfort ensured through the clear
lumbar curve in the back.

Can also be covered in plastic-coated
fabric/artificial leather.

•

•

Available in both high and low back for adapted
seating furniture environments.

Forms the furniture family Jackie with
the chair range.

•

•

Open armrests and accessory armrests make the sofas
safe and secure.

The furniture is universal, with all the characteristics
needed for care environments, staff rooms, waiting
rooms, visiting rooms, etc.

•

Higher seat height and shallower depth make it easy
to sit down and get up again.

•

Rubber webbing liner on the seat to avoid dirt
and hygiene traps.

•

The “my space” structure creates a spacious two- or
three-seater sofa.

•

Allows you to vary between a one, two or three seat
sofa with the armrest between seats accessory.

•

Rubber-coated material on the seat as an add-on
for a high level of hygiene.

ACCESSORIES/ADD-ONS
•

Armrest between seats in removable, washable
upholstery or plastic-coated fabric.

•

Armrests in removable,
washable upholstery or plastic-coated fabric.

•

Option of stain for customised colour.

The sofa group Jackie with its functional, supportive and welcoming
shape ensures a comfortable place to rest while waiting.
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“Every department feels
		
personal and cosy”
Magnus Jansson, Architect MSA.

DESIGNING ELDERLY HOMES OF THE FUTURE
At Skyhill AB we won an architectural competition in the
spring of 2010 organised by the municipality of Nyköping,
with the aim of presenting “elderly homes of the future”.
The proposals were assessed based on the criteria cost,
flexibility, building in the town, work environment and home
environment. Five areas, all of which are a challenge per se.
But we felt that home environment was most important to
us and what we chose to focus on.
What would it be like to live in an elderly home of the future?
Our aim is for each department at Myntan to feel personal
and cosy, despite it being a large facility. Therefore the
offices of nurses, staff changing rooms and staff rooms are
located right next to the building’s different departments of the
home. At Myntan the residents should have the opportunity to
manage their daily life and retain their personal interests and
preferences insofar as they are able and willing to do this.
In many aspects the design of the apartments was governed
by the requirements of a safe work environment which must
be fulfilled, and by the limitations of area which the financial
frameworks imposed. The bathrooms therefore have special
furnishings, for example, the toilet and sink are heightadjustable. There is a hatch for passing items through from
the hall which allows the residents to manage on their own
as far as possible. There is also a small kitchenette furnishings
in the apartment rooms where one of the wall cupboards is
designed like a drip-dry cabinet.
In addition each apartment has a French window for airing
and a large oriel which is a beautiful and interesting way of
letting light into the apartment. The layout has provided a large
surface where residents, for example, can place flowers and
photographs. The window wall is so low that you can look
out even if you are lying in bed.
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There are wide French doors from all living rooms out
towards large terraces and balconies. You can roll out the
bed to feel raindrops on your forehead or the wind blowing
through your hair, through your hair, even if you cannot go
outside by your self. There is a shared dining area next to the
living rooms, and there is a kitchen and scullery next to the
dining area. The kitchen is designed to serve as an efficient
work kitchen in which the staff can work in a good work
environment, but also as a large home kitchen. After all it is
a kitchen for the residents. There are also large lounge areas
at each department in the home.
All art and all choice of colours and materials for the departments have been selected in consultation with representatives
of the different staff groups and retirement organisation in
Nyköping. We chose oak as the type of wood for a homely
feel and durability. On furnishings and apartment doors
as veneer and solid on plinths and lining. We have chosen
sandstone colour granite ceramics in the kitchen and kitchenettes, and a dark grey mosaic contrasts white tiles in the
bathrooms in the apartments.
Ever since the beginning Myntan has been both a fun and
challenging project. Now we hope that the operations have
the opportunity and ambition to fully utilize the facility’s
potential. And naturally the residents are comfortable and
feel at home.

Magnus Jansson,
Architect MSA, Skyhill AB

Active rest
For the staff a corridor is probably only an area for
quick transfer. But for others it may be a part of a daily
morning walk or a place to meet with neighbours.
Here we can see the corridor at the elderly home
Myntan. A light and comfortable place.

The Kurbits sofa provides a nice break from your walk or an opportunity
to sit down and chat with a neighbour.

Soon bingo – dance in the evening. With furnishings which are easy to vary,
a room is used more often and for more activities.

Spaces for socialising
Over 60 years of developing furnishings has equipped us with a great
understanding of the different needs of everyone. When our furniture and
our design creates accessibility it also becomes easier to socialise, whether
it is spontaneous or planned.
A welcoming environment, regardless if it is a lounge, waiting room or
room where you go to socialise, must be highly flexible. By furnishings
with the chair Knut, the activity room at Myntan is easily transformed
from an inviting lounge to a lively dance floor.
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The stylish rocking chair Curt provides timeless stimulation
whether it is placed in the corridor or in front of the fire.

“Classic furniture, designed
in a modern version”

The chair Knut which is easy to put away and stack,
makes it easy to vary the usage of a room.
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Varied furnishings provide different options for socializing.

With the heart in the daily business
Furnishings need to be highly flexible in the dining halls
and cafés of care environments. Tables must be height-adjustable
or they should already be adjusted to wheelchairs. It should
also be easy to move away chairs and they should neither
disturb an intended calm acoustics too much. In this dining
hall we can see modern and airy furnishings with the chair
Björn and table Knop. Adapted to retain comfortable acoustics
and at the same time offer pleasant furnishings.

“Putting an armrest on the
comfortable chair Björn has
strengthened the chair’s
pleasant charm and made
it even more comfortable”
Björn Dahlström, designer.

The armrest provides an easy-to-clean restaurant environment.
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“Rocking chairs provide both
movement stimulation and
stillness. I would like to see
more Sture rocking chairs in
Myntan’s environments”
Nils Buck, deputy head of unit,
the elderly home Myntan.

A rocking chair is not only a timeless experience for the soul and heart, but also stimulates natural movement.

The height-adjustable dining table Nivå together with the
suspendable armchair Erik creates a modern dining space.
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The Kurbits easy chair and Gustav table, shown here in a lounge.

“I think that light premises
and lively colour schemes
are important to create
an indoor environment
with a nice variation and
homely feel”
Tomas Ardeheim, assistant nurse,
the elderly home Myntan.

With all our collected knowledge at NC, we have identified
a range of different needs and have furniture for all areas from
the entrance to staff rooms. Waiting rooms, dining halls, cafés,
corridors, staff rooms, lounges and entrances, our design
welcomes and creates comfort and accessibility regardless
of user.

The easy chair Ellinor and table Maja
create an inviting place for relaxation.
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ALVASTRA 061

IDUN 066

ALVASTRA 160

IDUN 166

JACKIE 131

IDUN 1166 XL

JACKIE 132

KURBITS 134

RIALTO 431

RIALTO 437

JACKIE 1132 XL

KURBITS 326

RIALTO 432

RIALTO 438

BJÖRN 85

ELIN 048

BJÖRN 95

ELIN 148

ERIK 460

WOODSTOCK 014

BJÖRN 185

ELLINOR 047

ERIK 463

WOODSTOCK 015

CURT 89

ELLINOR 147

CURT 90

ELLINOR 1147 XL

ERIK 465

WOODSTOCK 114

ELLINOR 365

ERIK 1465 XL

WOODSTOCK 115

JACKIE 132 – Can be linked.

For our entire range, please visit
our website www.ncnordiccare.se

KNUT 020
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KNUT 021

KNUT 120

KNUT 121
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CHIKAN 3120

CHIKAN 2160

GUSTAV 240

GUSTAV 241

FRANK 750

ELLINOR 910+911

GUSTAV 248

KNOP 936

KNOP 930

KNOP 942

FRANK 751
JOHN 387

KURBITS 625

MAJA 300

MAJA 301

NIVÅ 230

JULIA 065

RUTER 275

MAJA 303

MAJA 302

STURE 693

NIVÅ 232

FRANK 752

WOODSTOCK 420 + 2 x 416

WOODSTOCK 420+416

STURE 694

WOODSTOCK 421 + 4 x 416 + 2 x 417

JULIA 065

RIALTO 202
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RIALTO 203

RIALTO 204
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JACKIE 541

JACKIE 531

FREJA 236 + 246

FREJA 237

KURBITS 324

RIB 570-1

STOP 570-2
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JACKIE 532

RIB 571-1

STOP 571-2

JACKIE 533

JOHN 380 +383

KURBITS 325

RIB 572-1

STOP 572-2

CHOICE 257

KARIN 215 + 096

KURBITS 328

CHOICE 261

ELIN 356

RIB 573-1

STOP 573-2

CHOICE 258

ELLINOR 366

VEGA 520

ELIN 357

ELLINOR 367

VEGA 522

CHOICE 259

CHOICE 260

STURE 394

STURE 392 + 393

ELIN 358

ELIN 359

ELLINOR 368

ELLINOR 369

VEGA 523

VEGA 526 + 525
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HEAD OFFICE
NC Nordic Care AB
Box 30, 573 21 Tranås, Sweden
visit and shipping address:
Ydrevägen 23, 573 35 Tranås
Tel: +46 140 38 40 60
Fax: +46 140 38 40 61
info@ncnordiccare.se
www.ncnordiccare.se

SHOWROOM
Stockholm Design Stop
Nackagatan 6
116 41 Stockholm, Sweden
Tel: +46 8 23 20 05
info@stockholmdesignstop.se
www.stockholmdesignstop.se

SHOWROOM
Brand Design Center
Sofierogatan 3G
412 51 Göteborg, Sweden
Tel. +46 70 34 855 60
stefan.s@ncnordiccare.se
www.branddesigncenter.se

SHOWROOM
Skøyen Design Center
Drammensveien 130 C1
0277 Oslo, Norway
Tel: +47 23 28 33 55
info@skoyendesigncenter.no
www.skoyendesigncenter.no

